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     We present evidence supporting the view that, while many flares are produced by a 
confined magnetic explosion that does not produce a CME, every CME is produced by an 
ejective magnetic explosion that also produces a flare.  The evidence is that the observed 
heliocentric angular width of the full-blown CME plasmoid in the outer corona (at 3 to 20 
solar radii) is about that predicted by the “standard” model for CME production, from the 
amount of magnetic flux covered by the co-produced flare arcade.  In the standard model, 
sheared and twisted sigmoidal field in the core of an initially closed magnetic arcade 
erupts.  As it erupts, tether-cutting reconnection, starting between the legs of the erupting 
sigmoid and continuing between the merging stretched legs of the enveloping arcade, 
simultaneously produces a growing flare arcade and unleashes the erupting sigmoid and 
arcade to become the low-beta plasmoid (magnetic bubble) that becomes the CME.  The 
flare arcade is the downward product of the reconnection and the CME plasmoid is the 
upward product.  The unleashed, expanding CME plasmoid is propelled into the outer 
corona and solar wind by its own magnetic field pushing on the surrounding field in the 
inner and outer corona.  This tether-cutting scenario predicts that the amount of magnetic 
flux in the full-blown CME plasmoid nearly equals that covered by the full-grown flare 
arcade.  This equality predicts (1) the field strength in the flare region from the ratio of 
the angular width of the CME in the outer corona to angular width of the full-grown flare 
arcade, and (2) an upper bound on the angular width of the CME in the outer corona from 
the total magnetic flux in the active region from which the CME explodes.  We show that 
these predictions are fulfilled by observed CMEs.  This agreement validates the standard 
model.  The model explains (1) why most CMEs have much greater angular widths than 
their co-produced flares, and (2) why the radial path of a CME in the outer corona can be 
laterally far offset from the co-produced flare. 
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Big Idea:
A CME is a
Self-Propelled
Magnetic Bubble
Main Points
• The “standard model” for CME production is the
right physical picture.• A CME is a magnetically inflated (low-beta)
“plasmoid with legs.”• The CME plasmoid is produced together with a flare
by tether-cutting reconnection.
•
The CME plasmoid propels itself by pushing on the 
surrounding coronal magnetic field.
•
The CME plasmoid expands to become much wider
than the source-region flare.• Th CME b l t ll f ff t f th fle  can ecome a era y ar o se  rom e are.
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Resulting CME in Outer Corona
Lateral Pressure in Outer Corona
B* = 1 4 Gauss .  
Two Testable Predictions of the Standard Model
for CME Production:  
1. BFlare ≈ 1.4(θCME/θFlare)2 Gauss
2. θCME ≤ (ΦAR/1.4)1/2(RSun)-1 radians
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Test Results
CME
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Fits Source Region?
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YesCentered on
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Quiet region
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128 8.7 ≈ 300 YesCentered on
giant δ spot
* Predicted BFlare ≈ 1.4(θCME/θFlare)2 Gauss
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CONCLUSION:
A CME is a
Self Propelled-
Magnetic Bubble
Low-beta plasmoid•
Produced in tandem with a flare by
tether-cutting reconnection
•
Propelled by own magnetic field pushing on 
surrounding field
•
Abstract
We present evidence supporting the view that, while many flares are produced by a
confined magnetic explosion that does not produce a  CME, every CME is produced by an
j ti ti l i th t l d fl Th id i th t th b de ec ve magne c exp os on a  a so pro uces a are.  e ev ence s a  e o serve
heliocentric angular width of the full-blown CME plasmoid in the outer corona (at 3 t0 20
solar radii) is about that predicted by the “standard” model for CME production, from the
amount of magnetic flux covered by the co-produced flare arcade.  In the standard model,
h d d t i t d i id l fi ld i th f i iti ll l d ti d ts eare  an  w s e  s gmo a  e  n e core o  an n a y c ose  magne c arca e erup s.
As it erupts, tether-cutting reconnection, starting between the legs of the erupting sigmoid
and continuing between the merging stretched legs of the enveloping arcade, simultaneous-
ly produces a growing flare arcade and builds and unleashes the low-beta plasmoid (mag-
ti b bbl ) th t t b th CME Th fl d i th d d d tne c u e  a  escapes o ecome e .  e are arca e s e ownwar  pro uc
of the reconnection and the CME plasmoid is the upward product.  The unleashed, expand-
ing CME plasmoid is propelled into the outer corona and solar wind by its own magnetic
field pushing on the surrounding field in the inner and outer corona.  This tether-cutting
i di t th t th t f ti fl i th f ll bl CME l id lscenar o pre c s a  e amoun  o  magne c ux n e u - own  p asmo  near y
equals that covered by the full-grown flare arcade. This equality predicts (1) the field strength
in the flare region from the ratio of the angular width of the CME in the outer corona to the
angular width of the full-grown flare arcade, and (2) an upper bound on the angular width of
th CME i th t f th t t l ti fl i th ti i f hi h the  n e ou er corona rom e o a  magne c ux n e ac ve reg on rom w c  e
CME explodes.  We show that these predictions are fulfilled by observed CMEs.  This agree-
ment validates the standard model.  The model explains (1) why most CMEs have much 
greater angular widths than their co-produced flares, and (2) why the radial path of a CME in
th t b l t ll f ff t f th d d fle ou er corona can e a era y ar o se  rom e co-pro uce  are.
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